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ABSTRACT
Unbonded post-tensioned structural systems have gained momentum in recent years for
seismic applications as they enable structures to re-center after experiencing an earthquake
load. Accurate modelling of controlled rocking is of paramount importance for understanding
the expected seismic performance of these structural systems. Considering the intricacy
associated with rocking mechanisms, use of finite element models routinely employed for
dynamic problems is inadequate to characterize the response of a system subjected to
controlled rocking. This paper presents a study which has developed an efficient approach to
quantify the dynamic response of a rocking system with unbonded post-tensioning. Details of
a three-dimensional model combined with an explicit finite element technique are provided for
a rocking column designed with unbonded post-tensioning. The analytical results are validated
with experimental data to confirm the accuracy of the modelling technique.

INTRODUCTION
Free Rocking. The survival of seemingly unstable structures during strong earthquake events
of the past was attributed to their ability to enter rocking motion. This behaviour, associated
with structural systems not firmly attached to the ground, triggered researchers to examine
rocking as a potential mechanism for seismic protection. Housner (1963) was the first to
present important steps for modelling of rocking behaviour by proposing piecewise equations
that describe the free rocking motion of a uniform block rocking on its flat base. The work of
this researcher was based on several assumptions: (a) both rocking block and base are rigid;
(b) there is no sliding between the block and the base; (c) no bouncing of the block occurs; (d)
energy dissipation takes place instantaneously at the time of the impact and is expressed
through a coefficient of restitution (COR) dependent on the geometric properties of the block;
(e) the impact takes place at the corners of the bottom edge; and (f) the block oscillates in a
two-dimensional fashion. A novel approach to rigid body-rigid base modeling was proposed
by Prieto and Lourenco (2005), who suggested that energy dissipation can be estimated by
simulating the impulsive force response taking place at the impact. This way, these researchers
were able to bridge the piece-wise equations introduced by Housner with the impact
phenomenon by substituting the initially proposed COR approach with a Dirac-delta force
function applied during the impact. The capacity of the simple rocking model (SRM)
developed by Housner was investigated by Lipscombe and Pellegrino (1993) who conducted
experimental tests on four unanchored blocks of various aspect ratios. It was shown that in
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many cases the SRM is insufficient to accurately predict the displacement response and energy
dissipation of a free rocking system.
Other researchers suggested the dynamic modelling of a free rigid block motion should
also account for different types of motion besides rocking, as the assumptions of no sliding
and continuous contact between the base and the block can be violated under an earthquake
excitation. Ishiyama (1992) classified the rigid body motions into six types, namely (a) rest;
(b) slide; (c) rock; (d) slide-rock; (e) translation jump; and (f) rock jump. Ishiyama developed
equations to describe these modes of motion, appropriately defined the limits to induce
transition from one motion to another, and incorporated the idea of tangential COR into the
proposed equations. A few years later, Shenton (1996) stated that a rigid body at an initial rest
condition may be excited into five discrete modes of motion, namely, (a) rest; (b) slide; (c)
rock; (d) slide-rock; and (e) free flight due to a horizontal ground motion. This work
emphasized, sliding and rocking do not always occur separately and therefore; there is a mode
in which these two motions occur simultaneously. The proposed condition which indicates the
occurrence of this mode depends on (a) the coefficient of friction of the rigid block-rigid base
interface; (b) the geometric properties of the block; and (c) the ground acceleration.
On the improvement of modelling free rocking motion, researchers eliminated the
assumption of a rigid system suggested by the SRM and introduced alternative approaches to
account for the flexibility effects, which spring from either the rocking interface or the selfdeflection of the block. Psycharis and Jennings (1983) developed two models which accounted
for the flexibility of the rocking base. The first model used two concentrated springs at the
corners, while the second one followed the Winkler foundation type. Chopra and Yim (1985)
studied the foundation uplift phenomenon of a structural system subjected to an earthquake
excitation. Interface material flexibility was again modelled using spring-dashpot mechanisms
at two locations: (a) at the bottom corners of the foundation; and (b) in a distributed manner
along the entire contact interface, while the rocking body was modelled as a single degree of
freedom system. Chatzis and Smyth (2012) proposed two spring models considering the
effects of sliding, uplift, base flexibility and geometric nonlinearities. The response of these
models was shown to be very sensitive to the selection of damping and the spring stiffness
parameters of the spring-dashpot mechanisms.
Controlled Rocking. The introduction of post-tensioning in a rocking system creates additional
challenges as it introduces a controlled mechanism and significantly alters the dynamic
properties of the rocking system. This behaviour was examined by O’Hagan et al. (2013), who
showed energy dissipation of this system cannot be exclusively described by COR as defined
by Housner and a combination of damping may influence the response. Suggested
supplemental damping components by O’Hagan et al. included equivalent viscous damping
(EVD) and a Coulomb friction damping.
Finite Element Analysis. Finite Element Analysis (FEA) using implicit techniques has also
been used by researchers to assess the response of free and controlled rocking systems. ArdilaGiraldo et al. (2013) developed a two-dimensional FE free rocking model using a fine uniform
mesh for the block, where Rayleigh damping was used to simulate the decay of motion. In
order to investigate the dynamic response of ancient structural monuments located in Greece
and Italy, Manos et al. (2013) developed finite element models to simulate free rocking
response of scaled ancient columns. Again, a uniform meshing pattern was used in these
models which were subjected to free vibration, sinusoidal and earthquake motion excitations.
Belleri et al. (2013) conducted dynamic FEA of an unbonded post-tensioned rocking wall by
using different FE techniques. A three-dimensional rocking wall model using brick elements
was developed. Fine mesh was used only for the bottom corners and the contact surface
definition was divided into tangential and normal behaviour. One-dimensional models with
springs and fiber elements were also proposed; however, validation of these models with
experimental results was not presented.
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RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE
Previous work has produced significant information on modelling methodologies for
simulating free rocking behaviour using mathematical approaches and FE analyses. As there is
still a need to better understand the fundamentals of this behaviour, most of these studies have
focused on characterizing rocking response of free-standing blocks and therefore, modelling of
controlled rocking has received limited attention. The objective of this work is to propose and
validate a FE approach for controlled rocking of a structural system which makes use of an
explicit analysis – a suitable approach to model impact phenomena. In contrast to previous
research work, the proposed model does not adopt a rigid or relatively rigid system, but
incorporates the elastic material properties for both the rocking system and the foundationbase, as determined for laboratory test units. By following this approach, (a) the flexibility
properties of the rocking system and their influence on the response are accounted; and (b) one
can correlate the selected damping properties with the geometric, as well as, the material
features of the controlled rocking system.
In addition, the study examines an appropriate meshing pattern and suitable analysis
parameter selections to secure reliable outputs in order to (a) successfully fit the experimental
displacement responses; (b) provide better understanding of damping under controlled
rocking; and (c) ensure minimum solution time.

MODIFIED SRM TO ACCOUNT FOR CONTROLLED ROCKING
Comparison of the SRM proposed by Housner with the experimental and FEA results provides
an understanding of its capacity to estimate the response of a controlled rocking system under
free vibration. Following the fundamental assumptions of Housner’s model and relying on the
decay of motion mechanism expressed through a constant COR, the SRM is extended herein
to account for the controlled rocking effect.
Housner’s free rocking modelling technique was originally developed based on the
geometric properties of the block which were taken as the controlling parameters of its rocking
motion. The two critical geometric quantities are (a) the distance between the centre of gravity
of the block and its rotation centre (R); and (b) the aspect ratio of the block (α), as shown in
Figure 1. In controlled rocking, the block is supplemented with a re-centering force applied by
the prestressed strand. This force can be divided into two components, (1) the initial
prestressing force ( FPT ); and (2) added tendon force due to the elongation of the strand when

 (t )  0 ( Fel ). For  (t )  0 and small angular displacements for which the vector of the 2nd
component is oriented along the centerline of the rocking block, Fel can be approximated to,

Fel  kb

(1)

where k is the axial stiffness of the prestressed strand.

FPT
Fel Mg

Figure 1. Controlled rocking block

For  (t )  0 , the equation of motion of a rocking block is described by equation 2,

I o  MgR sin(   )  FPT b  kb2 sin( )  0

(2)
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MR 2 and M are the moment of inertia with respect to the rotation centre (O or
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where I o 

O’) and total mass of the block, respectively.
For slender blocks with an aspect ratio less than 20o, equation 2 is linearized as,
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where pc is the dynamic parameter of the block in its controlled rocking motion.
The quarter period of this motion and the associated COR which was originally
defined by Housner are described by equations 7 and 8, respectively. As the original COR was
estimated based on impact mechanics and by equating the moment of momentum just before
an impact to the moment of momentum just after the impact about the point of rotation after
the impact, the supplemental force components do not affect the estimation of this parameter
for a controlled rocking response. Therefore, equation 8 expresses the COR as originally
proposed by Housner.
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SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
Figure 2 shows a rocking reinforced column with a 35,56 x 35,56 square cm cross-section,
167,64 cm height, 553,4 kg weight and an aspect ratio (h/b) of 33/7 which was constructed in
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the structural laboratory at Iowa State University. A concrete reinforced mass with dimensions
of 30,48 x 127 x 127 (height x width x length) cubic cm and 1.080 kg weight was attached at
the top of the column (Fig. 2). The concrete mass was kept in place using two threaded bars
and two longitudinal bars passing through the middle of its cross-section which were properly
tighten on its exterior faces (Fig. 2).
An unbonded seven-wire strand (Grade 270) created the connection between the rocking
system and the reinforced foundation. The strand was initially prestressed to 275,8 MPa
( FPT =38.61 kN). In order to ensure full contact between the rocking column and foundation
as well as to prevent shear sliding, a 2,54 cm height grout was placed between the foundation
and the column while grout was also placed around the column sides and up to a height of 2,54
cm (total grout height, 5.08 cm). Steel angles-channels with dimensions of 10,16 x 7,62 x 0,95
cubic cm were attached at the corners of the column to prevent crushing of concrete in this
region when the impact takes place.
Concrete mass
Pulling mechanism
Threaded bars

Longitudinal bars
Column

Foundation
Figure 2. Rocking System and Foundation-Base

Laboratory tests were undertaken to determine the material properties of the concrete
and the grout so that they can be used in the FE model. The concrete elastic modulus used in
the foundation, column and mass was 26.372,45 MPa whereas the same parameter for the
grout layer was 41.368,55 MPa. For the prestressed strand and the mild reinforcing steel bars
used in the column, mass and foundation, the specified Young’s modulus was 199.948 MPa.
A series of controlled rocking tests was conducted with 0.4%, 1% and 3% as initial top
lateral drifts. The tests were repeated three times for each initial condition by pulling the top of
the column horizontally to the desired initial lateral drift using an offset hook attached at the
mid-height of the concrete mass. A hydraulic jack located at the same height was used to apply
the horizontal pulling force. The instrumentation of the specimen used a series of light
emitting diodes (LED) which were imposed along the length and height of the rocking system.
The LED monitoring system used 120 Hz sampling frequency, adequate to capture the
displacement response of this unit. Three direct-current differential transformers (DCDT) were
attached along the bottom edge of the column and two string-pots were located at the midheight of the column and the mid-height of the concrete mass to monitor the lateral
displacement of the system.

FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING
Explicit direct integration, as used herein, constitutes a conditionally stable and damping
dependent numerical method, and uses a very small time step (i.e., 1E-6 seconds). This
method presents several advantages: (a) each time step is relatively inexpensive and proceeds
fast; (b) geometric and material nonlinearity can be easily accommodated in the analysis
solution; and (c) no convergence criteria as required for an implicit analysis is needed (Cook et
al., 2003).
The use of this FE approach aims at: (a) producing a rocking dynamic displacement
response for controlled rocking systems that will closely capture the measured response for
different levels of initial lateral displacements; (b) reducing the solution time; and (c)
minimizing the analysis error expressed using ‘Artificial Energy’ (Abaqus Analysis User’s
Guide, Abaqus 6.13).
Material definitions. Since no visible damage was observed for the controlled rocking
experimentally tested unit after a large number of free vibration tests, elastic material
definitions were deemed adequate for all analyses. The grout and concrete material definitions
were both supplemented with the Rayleigh damping model by using different values for each
initial lateral drift analysis, as explained later. Only the mass component of Rayleigh damping
(ALPHA) was used, while the stiffness component (BETA) was given a zero value as it was
found that: (a) its use causes the model displacement response to further diverge from the
experimental response; and (b) can dramatically reduce the analysis time step since a damping
dependent numerical method is used by the FEA software (Abaqus Analysis User’s Guide,
Abaqus 6.13).
Geometric configuration. The model dimensions were the same as in the experimental unit
that was previously described. However, in order to reduce the number of nodes used in the
analyses, a smaller foundation size (i.e., 63,5 x 63,5 x 10,16 cubic cm) was used, since
modelling the foundation in full did not benefit the FEA analysis results. Smaller dimensions
were also given to the concrete mass, while the mass density was modified to give the same
weight, maintaining the same weight and centre of gravity as well as the aspect ratio for the
rocking system. Moreover, a hollow rectangular section was modelled and attached to the
foundation bottom surface to accurately model the exact length and axial stiffness of the
prestressed strand. The strand was firmly anchored using two 12,7 x 12,7 x 12,7 cubic cm steel
blocks located at the top of the column and at the bottom of the hollow rectangular section
(Fig. 3). Finally, the steel angles located at the bottom corners of the column were not
specifically accommodated in the model, as it was found they have no significant influence on
the rocking displacement response of the column.
Steel block
Concrete mass

Column

Foundation
Hollow rect. section
Steel block
Figure 3. Three-dimensional Finite Element Model of the Rocking System
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Discretization. The FE model of the test unit was discretized, as follows:
(i) Column: The upper and lower parts were meshed using C3D8R – 8-node brick elements
– while C3D10M – 10-node quadratic tetrahedron elements were used to form the
transition layer as shown in Figure 3. To reduce the solution time, the mesh options of
reduced integration and orthogonal kinematic split were employed. Hourglass control
was also activated to minimize the “spurious/hourglass modes” effects that the reduced
integration elements can initiate. A finer uniform mesh (1,016 cm C3D8R element
typical edge length) was used for the bottom 38,1 cm height of the column which
ensured no effect of the transition layer used to separate the upper and lower
discretization patterns (Fig. 3). The top part of the column was discretized using coarser
mesh (2,54 to 3,048 cm C3D8R element typical edge length). C3D10M elements of
various sizes were used to create the aforementioned transition layer of 5,08 cm. In
general, the brick element edge size of the upper and lower parts of the column should
not exceed a 3:1 ratio, in order to prevent the division of the transition layer into ‘poorshape-elements’ of very large and small corner angles (Cook et. al., 2003).
(ii) Foundation: Meshed with C3D8R elements having a 2,032 cm edge length and the same
element properties as the Column part. This component was partitioned into two parts: a
63,5 x 63,5 x 2,54 cubic cm grout layer at the top and a 63,5 x 63,5 x 7,62 cubic cm
concrete layer beneath.
(iii) Steel blocks and the two hollow rectangular sections: Meshed with C3D8R elements
having a 1,524 cm edge length and the same element properties as the Column part.
(iv) Concrete Mass: Meshed with C3D8R elements having a 2,54 cm edge length and the
same element properties as the Column part.
(v) Mild Reinforcing Steel & Prestressing Strand: The mild steel used to reinforce the
Column part and the prestressing strand were discretized with T3D2 linear 3-D truss
elements of 2,54 cm length.
Contact definitions. The option of ‘General Contact’ was the contact algorithm used to
simulate the contact interactions in the model. The ‘Hard’ contact option was used to define
the normal behaviour of the contact interaction, while the tangential behaviour used ‘Penalty
Friction Formulation’) with a friction coefficient of 0.6 which was sufficient to ensure no
relative horizontal motion between the two contact surfaces.
Analysis steps. Three steps were performed during the dynamic analysis using the same
sampling frequency as the experimental test runs and with the foundation being constrained
from any displacement in all directions during all three steps. In the first step, the application
of the initial prestressing force and initiation of the desired lateral drift were imposed on the
rocking column which was free from any displacement constraint. In the second step, the
rocking column was free to move in the vertical direction, while displacement constraints were
applied in the other two directions. This step aimed at capturing the decay of kinetic energy,
while eliminating any undesirable sliding motion and instability of the rocking column with
respect to its foundation before the rocking response begins. In the last step, the constraints of
the second step were released to allow the rocking motion of the column.
Mass scaling. In order to reduce the solution time of the analyses, mass scaling with a 2E-6
seconds target time increment per 10 increments was used for all the three steps. Even though
rocking is an inertia dependent phenomenon, a careful use of this option is generally beneficial
since it significantly reduces the solution time without compromising the outcomes of the FE
rocking response analyses.

MODEL RELIABILITY
After a displacement response convergence study with respect to different discretization
patterns, the reliability of the output with respect to the artificial energy was examined.
Artificial energy should be negligible when compared with the kinetic energy. This
comparison is repeated in the same manner for all the FEA results and the 3% initial lateral
drift case is presented in Figure 4 as a typical output.

Figure 4. Artificial vs. Kinetic Energy in the system for an analysis with 3% initial lateral drift

COMPARISON OF RESULTS
In this section, the experimental displacement responses for 0.4%, 1% and 3% are compared
with the respective FEA results and those obtained with the modified SRM adjusted to account
for the controlled rocking effect (designated as SRM-CR). In Figure 5, it can be seen that the
proposed finite element model is able to produce a dynamic response which successfully fits
the actual response of the controlled rocking system for the three initial lateral drift conditions.
In contrast, SRM-CR significantly deviates from the actual response both in its damping and
quarter period characteristics as it can be discerned from this figure.

Figure 5. Comparison of angular displacement time histories for 0.4%, 1% and 3% initial lateral drifts

The FEA model captures experimentally recorded angular displacement time histories
accurately for all three cases. There is a small deviation seen at smaller angular displacements
toward the end of the response. In particular, for 3% initial lateral drift, the two responses fit
well up to 0.7% angular displacement and for 37 quarter cycles, while for 1% initial lateral
drift they start to diverge at 0.3% angular displacement and after the completion of 24 quarter
8

cycles. Finally, for 0.4% initial lateral drift, the two responses closely follow each other up to
0.1% angular displacement and for 11 quarter cycles.
The comparison of the experimental displacement time histories with the SRM-CR
simulation results strengthens the argument that the decay of motion is dependent on the level
of lateral displacement peak. Consequently it follows that a single value of the COR estimated
by Housner’s model would be unable to express energy dissipation of this particular controlled
rocking system for the different levels of angular displacement.
Looking at Figure 5, the actual displacement response decays faster for the 0.4% initial
lateral drift than the SRM-CR simulation, while it decays slower for the 1% and 3% initial
lateral drifts compared to the SRM-CR simulation. Furthermore, the SRM-CR was shown to
be inadequate to accurately estimate the quarter period of the actual response as seen for the
1% and 3% initial lateral drift cases of Figure 5. This difference in the rocking quarter period
is in agreement with observations made by previous researchers which is believed to be due to
assuming the bottom corners as the rotation centres in SRM. In reality, the rotation centre of a
rocking member connected with post-tensioning strands does not stay constant and it moves
along this edge as a function of the angular displacement (Aaleti 2009; Ma 2009). As shown in
Figure 6, this movement of the rotation centre substantially decreases the Fel force due to the
strand elongation with respect to the angular displacement, increasing the quarter period of the
rocking system compared to the idealized quarter period by the SRM-CR.

Figure 6. Added tendon force due to elongation of the strand with respect to the angular
displacement

Figure 7 presents the part of the phase diagrams associated with positive angular
velocities vs. angular displacements for the three different lateral drift cases used in Figure 5.
It is seen that the FEA results closely follow the experimental response test run for the angular
velocity versus angular displacement relationship. The two oscillations reach a maximum
velocity value approximately at the point of zero angular displacement where a reduction in
the angular velocity occurs due to the impact. In contrast, SRM-CR predicts higher impact
velocities in all three initial lateral drifts, a behaviour that is tied up with the shorter quarter
period predicted by the SRM-CR.

Figure 7. Comparison of phase diagrams for 0.4%, 1% and 3% initial lateral drifts

ACCUMULATED ENERGY DISSIPATION
Based on the SRM, energy dissipation should be expressed in the form of COR, while the
motion is divided into two phases: (a) continuous and (b) impact phase. During the impact
phase, there is a drop in the total energy of a rocking system, while the continuous phase is
free of energy dissipation. As a result, decay of motion is theoretically expressed with an ideal
step pattern which signifies instantaneous energy dissipation at every impact.
This section presents the decay of motion paths as estimated by the SRM-CR
simulation and the FEA with the latter shown to be in good agreement with the experimental
results according to Figures 5, 6 and 7. Due to the low sampling frequency, accurate
estimation of the experimental accumulated energy dissipation was not feasible; and therefore
this component was not included in this section, assuming that it can be effectively expressed
by the FEA results.
In order to calculate the energy content of the controlled rocking system by the SRMCR, the equation of motion of equation 2 is employed to estimate the energy components.
Accordingly, the energy content is divided into 4 components: (a) Kinetic energy ( K ), (b)
Gravitational potential energy ( U g ), (c) Potential energy due to the initial prestressing force
( U PT ) and (d) Potential energy due to elongation of the strand ( U el ). As far as FEA is
concerned, decay of motion was directly provided by the history outputs of the analyses.

K

1
I o 2
2

(9)

U g  MgR(cos(  |  |)  cos( ))

(10)
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U el  kb2 (1  cos( ))
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Typical decay of motion patterns of the rocking oscillation as calculated by the SRMCR and FEA are plotted in Figure 8 showing that the FEA predicts a step function as was
initially suggested by the SRM. As expected, the two simulations predict a significantly
different trend with the SRM-CR decaying faster. At the same time SRM-CR suggests an
instantaneous and of zero time interval impact phenomenon that results in a steep-vertical drop
in the energy content at every impact. However, FEA simulation follows a smoother pattern
due to the real-time non-zero impact duration and the viscous type Rayleigh damping that was
used to simulate energy dissipation.

Figure 8. Typical decay of motion expressed as the remaining energy in the rocking system as a
function of time for the 3% initial lateral drift response

CONCLUSIONS
This paper has focused on proposing a suitable FE modelling technique for controlled rocking.
A controlled rocking system consisting of a column and a mass was modelled by using a FEA
software and the results were compared with the respective free vibration experimental test
series for three different initial lateral drifts. Explicit time integration was shown to be an
efficient method to model rocking behaviour as the proposed FE model was able to produce a
rocking response that acceptably fits the real-time displacement time history and phase
diagrams of the rocking specimen.
On the proposed FE technique, the meshing pattern was found to be a prominent
parameter that controls decay of motion at the impact and the reliability of the FEA results by
influencing the magnitude of the artificial energy output. In contrast to what might be
expected, the option of a fine mesh only at the bottom corners of the column produced high
artificial energy and an angular displacement response that grossly deviated from the actual
response. In contrast, fine mesh along the total bottom edge of the column as shown in Figure
3 was necessary in the proposed modelling approach in order to reach reliable and accurate
results.
As far as damping in controlled rocking is concerned, different Rayleigh damping values
were necessary to achieve a good agreement with the experimental results signifying a change
in damping characteristics for different angular displacement levels. This change was also
evident by comparing the SRM-CR simulation which used a constant COR and experimental
results for 0.4%, 1% and 3% initial lateral drifts, where the SRM-CR either underestimated
(0.4%) or overestimated (1% and 3%) the decay of motion and in conclusion, was inadequate
to provide an acceptable estimation of the actual behaviour. This result was attributed to (a) a
change in the damping features of the rocking system with respect to the level of angular

displacement; and (b) the fact that SRM-CR estimated a higher value for the angular impact
velocity leading to an increased amount of energy dissipation per impact for a given COR.
The comparison between the experimental and SRM-CR simulation results suggest that
the latter would be improved by: (a) modelling of the moving rotation centre with respect to
the angular displacement in order to accurately estimate the quarter periods and impact
velocities; and (b) modelling of a varying COR with respect to the level of angular
displacement peak in order to produce a better estimation of the decay of motion per impact
for this particular controlled rocking system.
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